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Trapped in between the night and day.
Tormented by your fucking games.
Anger and hatred are boiling inside.
Unleash the power, bury the lies, 
To live in your world causes me pain, 
Relentless bullshit drives me insane.
The world is gonna feel my rage, 
Psychotic creature unleashed from it's cage.

The vicious cycle of my daily life, 
Madness caused by internal strife
Torture and chaos erupting inside, 
A focused hatred to turn the tide.
WonÂ´t hold the pressure, gonna let it blow.
Take a deep breath the blood will flow.
The system and order are gonna fall.
A firestorm to end it all

I CanÂ´t hold it back, 
Compressed with rage and IÂ´m gonna fucking snap, 
I wonÂ´t hold it back, 
Burning with hate, And IÂ´m gonna fucking snap.

No comfort, no peace of mind.
Suffocating by the hands of time.
My thoughts and actions have sealed my fate.
The nightmare explodes, there is no escape.
The world is gonna feel my rage.
Psychotic creature escaped from it's cage
The society and order are gonna fall.
Mass terror to end it all.

I CanÂ´t hold it back, 
Compressed with rage and IÂ´m gonna fucking snap, 
I wonÂ´t hold it back, 
Burning with hate, And IÂ´m gonna fucking snap.

The world is gonna feel my rage.
Psychotic creature unleashed from it's cage
The society and order are gonna fall.
Mass terror to end it all
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I CanÂ´t hold it back, 
Compressed with rage and IÂ´m gonna fucking snap, 
I wonÂ´t hold it back, 
Burning with hate, And IÂ´m gonna fucking snap.
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